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This white paper does not intend to implicate business or affect the music industry and its system
but to create awareness of the royalties redistribution issues, providing solution for positive
change.
The purpose of this document is for every supporter to obtain an understandable vision into our
business foundation.
From the beginning we managed to become an increasingly competent and strong team, thanks
to our partners and the support of the community, to whom we would like to express our sincere
gratitude for the achievement of the 0.5 version of LabelsCoin ™. This is not an arrival but,
another important step that will make us improve in the present and in the future, that's why we
strongly recommend to consult periodically our white paper which is subject to changes, according
to the evolution of technology and norms.
LabelsCoin is a single-source copyright exchange platform based on blockchain technology with
associated suite of services. Combined, these facilitate the transparency of copyrights and the
exchange of associated royalties – allowing for a fair and transparent retribution to creators of
music.
LabelsCoin blockchain is built on top of a copyright matching engine that will verify the status of
a music against it license model, infringement, plagiarisms, redistribution rights and means.
A universal Coin: the LABELSCOIN, LBSC is the fuels that will power all services that LABELS
blockchain provides. We are already in talks with Copyright Collection Societies, Artists, Labels,
physical and digital venues to make LBSC the preferred Coin for their upcoming music services,
as they migrate to decentralized platforms. We envision LBSC will be used by the upcoming Music
industry for various purposes including payment to authors, automatic audience monitoring etc.
In order to protect our contributors we patented an industrial device. This device is currently under
production and it will be available on the market within 2019. For further information, please
contact us at info@labelscoin.io

LabelsCoin Establishment’s vision and future business model and strategy are made
up of three components: (i) a digital currency, (ii) an online music recognition system
providing real time royalties to music stakeholders and (iii) a patented industrial device.
The end goal: LabelsCoin is building a solid, global music utility – an advanced blockchain the
entire Music industry will use to create advantage, where all stakeholders can participate in a
transparent and fair way.

LabelsCoin blockchain will become a complete ecosystem for the music industry.
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Current issues
Non-fair remuneration of stakeholders
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GENERAL OVERVIEW OF MUSIC INDUSTRY
Record companies are the main investors in music. In USA, they spend more than $ 4.5 billion a year, or
about 27% of their revenue, and marketing - discovering, cultivating and promoting artists and their music.
This is a larger share of revenue invested in A & R than most of the other sectors invested in their research
and development activities. They have supported this share of investments in recent years, although the
industry has resisted more than a decade of falling revenues. However, the situation in Europe is still the
same with a large percentage of investment in the music industry.

MUSIC’S A&R INVESTMENT (OR R&D EQUIVALENT)
SECTOR R&D

INTENSITY %

Music’s R&D

16.9

Pharmaceutical & Biotechnology

14.4

Software & Computer Services

10.1

Technology Hardware & Equipment

8.0

Leisure Goods

5.8

Electronic & Electrical Equipment

4.5

Aerospace & Defence

4.5

Automobile & Parts

4.4

Healthcare Equipment & Services

3.8

Industrial Engineering

2.9

Chemicals

2.6

Source: 2015 EU Industrial R&D Investment Scoreboard. R&D intensity is the ratio between R&D investment and the net
sales of a company or group of companies
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GENERAL DIGITAL REVENUE
(MAIN ISSUE)

According to the Global Music Report 2017, it is necessary to overcome significant
challenges if the sector moves towards sustainable growth. The entire music industry has
joined in its effort to correct the fundamental flaw in today's music market, known as the
value gap, where fair revenues are not returned to those who create and invest in music.

However, artists and creators have complained about the global value gap, whereby the
legislation is not strong enough to fight internet abused by users. The main issue is the
upload service such as Youtube2, who are not licensing music on fair basis.

We therefore identify the following issues that can be solved using a blockchainbased royalties distribution engine:
•
•
•
•
•

2

Risk incurred when businesses do not license properly
Lack of transparency during the royalties distribution process
Financial shortfall by both artists, producers and businesses
Non uniform revenue between digital and media
Outdated process with most with manual steps most of the time

http://www.ifpi.org/downloads/GMR2017.pdf page 7
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GENERAL REVENUES

The general revenues are those generated by public venues such as concerts, bars,
nightclubs.

In most of countries, the government contract a collection society, which will have the right
to collect royalties on behalf of music content owners.

How it works:

Copyright collection societies license the public venues

Public venues : Concerts, bars, nightclubs etc.

PRO’s (Performance Rights Organizations) are given the legal permission, on behalf of the
artists/artist consortium they represent, to collect royalties from the use of copyrighted
songs.
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The most common way to collect information about the songs are played, is to ask public
venues to fill in a paper the songs they played, in this way the PRO’s or other copyrights
collection societies can redistribute the royalties. Depending on the venue clients capacity
the collection society bills regularly a fixed rate.

There are many issues, in the first place, there is no transparency during the whole
process and it generally takes over 12 months for an artist to be paid.

Secondly, we did a survey on public venues in order to determine if every musicians is
consistently filling up the royalties distribution sheet. According to our internal survey
carried out by the musicians of our partner Agence BDA, we have seen that in England
and the United States as regards live performances (pubs, restaurants, hotels and clubs),
there is no control and form to be filled. So, how can we determine the attributions of
copyright in these public venues?
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As for the rest of the survey conducted in Switzerland and Italy, it can be deduced that
these forms are compulsory for musicians, but there is no control in Switzerland, while
there is control in Italy, but it is not enough to cover every event.

That means that sometimes PRO’s or other copyrights collection societies, receives
money without the information of whom they will have to redistribute it.

When the music content owners receive the payments from the collection society, it is
often after a large delay and they have no bargaining power at all since there is no
traceability.

Nowadays, the stakeholders like artists, labels etc. which, produce or invest in music
content are all aware of those facts but are scared to publicly complain since there is no
traceability in the process because they could as a result be boycotted by the copyright
collection societies.

PROs fees
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Taking into account $331m revenues generated from the US alone, the PROs had an
operating cost of only $41m, at about 12.3%.
The PROs have different ways of calculating how much should be redistributed to
owners and such process is not transparent. In particular, owners are given very little
power and say. According to our estimates, this leads to about $247m that are
misappropriated or “lost” in the process and hence not redistributed to owners.

NON-UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION BETWEEN DIGITAL AND GENERAL
REVENUES
In 2014 alone, $3.16B were collected by all the US PROs from worldwide sales and distribution,
with 80% generated via traditional distribution channels (physical venues, radio, TV) and 20%
via digital venues.
We already notice the discrepancy in revenues between the digital and traditional channels,
leading to a much lower revenue/listener via digital channels.
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US Artists royalties collection (2014) - $B/year
General

Digital

2.5

0.66
0.333

Global

0.16
USA

MARKET’S POSITION

The stakeholders involved in music content are massively asking for:

•
•

Fair remuneration
Full traceability. Which means having detailed data that comes from a trusted source in order to compare
with the royalties payments they receive.
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Labels
For a transparent music industry
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SOLUTION

The blockchain based engine would provide the following benefits to the all
stakeholders involved in the music value chain.
•
•
•

Immutability: once created, the copyright blockchain representation cannot be
deleted yet ownership can be transmitted
Transparency: owners and fees are transparent
Automation: a copyrighted item can be checked manually or integrated into the
automation process and it provides a real time payment on royalties
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ONLINE MUSIC RECOGNITION SERVICES
As a second step, LabelsCoin Establishment’s vision consists of implementing an online
copyrighted music recognition system, based on the same blockchain than its digital
currency. The goal of this music recognition system, which is expected a priori for 2019,
is to allow all music industry stakeholders (regulators, publisher, songwriters, artists, etc.)
(i) to be informed of the online use made of their music and to track down infringements
or plagiarism, (ii) to be provided statistics in real time, (iii) to be provided real time royalties
payment to all stakeholders and (iv) to be provided statistics in real time about the use
made of their music.
In this context, LabelsCoin will realize incomes arising on actual sale of the services
described here-above.
It is foreseen that at short term (about one year after implementation of the Online Music
recognition services), the royalties payments to the stakeholders will be made with the
LabelsCoin digital currency (LBSC). However, in order to attract customers and build
confidence in the LabelsCoin ecosystem, as a first stage, stakeholders will be offered to
be retributed with other digital currencies (BTC; ETH).
*****
The Online Music recognition services vision can be illustrated by the following exemplative figure (tracking down of
infringements):
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In this figure, LabelsCoin Establishment is in a contractual relationship with the Online platform and the Musician. An
online platform user uploads illegally the Musician’s music. Thanks to the blockchain, the music will be recognized as
being played illegally and the Online platform will be warned, in order to recourse against the Online platform user
(and block the illegal upload).

*****
The Online Music recognition services vision can be illustrated by the following exemplative figure (real time paying
of the royalties):
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In this figure, LabelsCoin Establishment is in a contractual relationship with the Online platform and the Musician. An
online platform user listens to the Musician’s music. Thanks to the blockchain, the music will be recognized as being
played and the royalties will automatically be paid by the Online platform to the Musician (another stakeholders).

PATENT INDUSTRIAL DEVICE LABELCOIN
As a second step, LabelsCoin Establishment’s vision consists to develop an (already
patented) innovative industrial device that record surrounding sounds in order to match
them with existing protected music content. The device also recognizes plagiarism and
infringements. The system is made to be fixed on walls or furniture in public venues that
broadcast music.
This device, is connected to the blockchain and aims to allow all music industry
stakeholders (regulators, publisher, songwriters, artists, etc.): (i) to be informed of the
online use made of their music and to track down infringements or plagiarism, (ii) to be
provided statistics in real time; (iii) to be provided real time royalties payment to all
stakeholders and (iv) to be provided statistics in real time about the use made of their
music.
In this context, LabelsCoin Establishment will realize incomes arising on actual sale of the
device and services described here-above.
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In this figure, LabelsCoin Establishment is in a contractual relationship with the Club and the Musician. The Club uses
LabelsCoin device. Thanks to the blockchain used by LabelsCoin device the broadcasted music will be recognized, and
the royalties will automatically be paid by the Club to the Musician (and other stakeholders).

Platform structure
The platform is divided into
Main features
Interfaces

Royalties collection society

Owners

Users

Back-end engines

Licenses engine

License type management
Analytics
Fraud detection
Wallet management

Owner pool management
Ownership distribution Analytics
Wallet management Copyright
management

Usage management
Connectivity management
Wallet management Analytics

Request/retrieve engine
Search engine

Payment engine

License lookup, Real time
Payment redistribution
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Royalties collection society interface
Collection societies are auto-regulated bodies that are given the right to collect royalties
on behalf of artists. The artists generally have an exclusivity agreement with one of the
countries collection societies.
While LABELS blockchain brings more transparency and fairness into the process,
Collection Societies still have a critical role in verifying everyone pays its due amount
and therefore need to be integrated.
We develop an interface for Collection societies to manage license types which will be
selected by the artists as well as analytics tools to facilitate a tailored and direct
redistribution of royalties at minor cost for them.
Owners interface
The owners are all the stakeholders involved in the creation and promotion of a music,
i.e. the artists themselves but also the managers, the labels and anyone ensuring proper
distribution and advertising of a music.
The distribution of royalties and the legal framework surrounding the creation of a new
music is almost unique at each time. We therefore make the Owners interface flexible
enough to allow for the management of stakeholders, the transparent selection of
royalties redistribution within the owners pool (which is not accessible to end users) and
all attached analytics.
In the long term and after reaching a critical mass, our blockchain and industrial
patented device will provide details analytics about each song such as revenue streams
based on location, user ages etc...

Users interface
Anyone using copyrighted music for the purpose of distribution can create an account
and simplify the process for managing royalties payments.
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The blockchain allows for a real time payment of royalties where user only pay for what
the use (to the extent it is a license option offered by Collection Societies).
Licenses engine
Each song is uniquely identified at the creation and provided with a set of attributes and
functions providing information on the owners, license types, royalty fees etc. The
contracts attached to each songs are stored on the our blockchain and can be
accessed by the users with proper access rights.
It is important to note that the songs are not stored, only the identification of a
song. The songs are stored by Copyright Collection Societies or existing digital,
accessible databases.
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Payment engine
In order to transparently redistribute royalties from the user (or listener) to the owners
and intermediaries, a coin “routing” engine is developed. The engine verifies at users
request the type of license a song is attached to and the corresponding fee distribution
and can trigger the payment. The payment is instantaneous and credited to the owners
wallet and collection societies.
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TOKEN STRUCTURE
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TOKEN SUPPLY AND SPECIFICATIONS

A total of 30 million LBSC tokens will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain using a smart
contracts. LBSC will comply with the ERC-20 standard and will be freely transferable on
the Ethereum platform. LBSC tokens do not indicate ownership of the company, LBSC
pays no dividends, and LBSC holders will not earn any direct interest. The token is an
integral part of LBSC’s economy, and its value will reflect the degree of penetration and
activity of the platform. The more LBSC will be used within the LABELS ecosystem – and
thus driving customer adoption – the grater the demand for LBSC will be. As LBSC’s
popularity grows and more users join the platform, new features will be released, which
will further increase the interest among LBSC token holders.
CREATION OF DIGITAL CURRENCY (LBSC)
LabelsCoin Establishment’s first step at short term (planned for 2018), will be the creation
of a digital currency, called LabelsCoin (LBSC).
LBSC will be may be used to remunerate stakeholders within the LabelsCoin ecosystem,
such as expected for the future.
However, LBSC will be independent of LabelsCoin Establishment’s products and
services. LBSC may be used to buy and sell any goods or services but also to store value,
like any other digital currency on the market. Therefore, during the development of
LabelsCoin Establishment’s online music recognition system and patented industrial
device, LBSC is going to have its own independent existence and usefulness.
Since LBSC is functionally independent from the company’s other areas of activity, it
should be apprehended as such. In particular, from the ICO’s point of view, LabelsCoin
digital currency should be regarded as any other digital currency put on the market, (i.e.
without taking into account the specifics possible uses considered under LabelsCoin
Establishment’s strategy).
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LABELSCOIN WALLET
LABELSCOIN will enable transfer of Tokens via the LABELSCOIN Wallet. Every platform
user can choose between different blockchain assets as a source of payment within the
LABELSCOIN Wallet. Further, the user can conveniently convert a wide range of
blockchain assets such as Bitcoin (BTC), Ethereum (ETH), from one to another by simply
using his personal LABELSCOIN Wallet. LABELSCOIN application facilitates the storage
of the easy management of royalties portfolios, simple transfers of funds between peers,
and a multitude of other functionalities.
The LABELSCOIN Wallet plays a central role in the LABELSCOIN ecosystem. It serves
as a secure wallet (cold storage) 3 for its users which allows to deposit and exchange
cryptocurrencies as well as a solution to pay for music royalties. Moreover, the wallet will
be connected to the leading crypto-exchanges.
KYC/AML
In order to comply with all applicable regulations concerning anti-money laundering, we
will apply the KYC service on our website.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

Sanction Screening
Device Risk
AML Check
IP Risk/ Country Blacklisting
eDNA reputation
Phone Number Risk
Email Address Risk
Address Risk
ID Documentation and Verification

Cold storage in the context of Crypto currencies refers to keeping a reserve of Cryptos offline. This is
often a necessary security precaution, especially dealing with large amounts of this.
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TOKEN ISSUANCE

We believe that the community plays an important part to become a global
crypto- trading and investing platform. Hence, we want our community to be
able to participate in our future growth through this form of funding, as
compared to traditional venture funding which restricts investing to an elite
minority.
LBSC Initial Token Sale 2018 dates
The LBSC ITS will be made available at: www.labescoin.io
Pre-sale: 07 of September 2018 (00:00 CET) – 07 of October 2018 (23:59
CET)
BTC/ETH address inside the
Tokens will be distributed to the provided ETH
LABELSCOIN ITS Client Area within seven days after the ITS closing date.

Token price:

1 LBSC = 0.0001515 BTC
(exchange rate of 27.08.2018)

Ticker symbol:

LBSC

Pre-Sale Soft Cap
Accepted Fiat Currencies:
Minimum purchase per person
Sale Bonus:

5’500’000 LBSC
None
BTC 0.10605 = 1000 LBSC
33,4%
10.020.000 LBSC
30% During Pre-Sale (10’000’000
available)

Main Sale
Accepted Fiat Currencies:

20’000’000 LBSC
None
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Accepted nationalities

Token Exchanges

Every nationality except: United States or
Singapore, People’s Republic of China, or
residents of a country where American
embargoes and sanctions are in forces,
namely Iran, North Korea, Syria, Sudan or
Cuba. More information in our Terms of
Token Sale
As a Liechtenstein listed company, with a
strong expected market cap, we plan to be
listed amongst the largest crypto
exchanges, such as Poloniex, Kraken and
others.

The distribution officially ends on 31.12.2018 (23:59 CET) At this point of time the sale
and purchase agreement on the LBSC tokens entered into between the token
subscribers and the token distributor will become legally effective and binding. After this
no further tokens will be distributed. There will be no further tokens created and after the
hard cap is reached and the total amount of 30’000’000 LBSC will not be exceeded. All
unsold tokens will be burned .
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The Company
LabelsCoin is a project initiated by the Lichtenstein registered company LabelsCoin
Establishment (Anstalt, FL-0002.585.337-7; Kirchstrasse 39, Vaduz, FL, Labelscoin.io).
The company founder is Serena Spada (Ceo & Founder, inventor and head CTO),
surrounded by her team composed of Gregory Krieger (CCO) and Sébastien Metthez
(CTO).
It provides next-generation royalties management services powered by our blockchain
technology. We are focused on our mission to make the music industry fair and
transparent to everyone.
TEAM
For further information about our team, please visit our website: www.labelscoin.io/team
Partnerships

Memberships
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LEGAL

GENERAL INFORMATION
This white paper describes the initial sale in which the LABELS TOKEN (LBSC) is sold.
LBSC is a crypto-token that is designed to be used for all services provided by the
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LABELS PLATFORM as explained in this white paper. LBSC also can be used as a
Crypto Token to pay for any other services provided by other business entities. LBSC
will generally not limit the usage of LBSC or the types of business entities that would like
to use LBSC for their business.
-

LBSC is not intended to constitute a security in any jurisdiction. This white paper is not a
solicitation for investment and does not pertain in any way to an offering of securities in any
jurisdiction.

-

LBSC shouldn’t be considered as a security token, since no specific rights are granted to
its owners in regard with LabelsCoin Establishment planned future services;
LBSC shouldn’t be treated as a security token for the simple reason that the company
that issues the token plans to carry on a business which, although economically
complementary with the Digital currency business, will functionally be a separate and
distinct activity.

-

A total of 30 million LBSC tokens will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain using a smart
contracts. LBSC will comply with the ERC-20 standard and will be freely transferable on the
Ethereum platform. LBSC tokens do not indicate ownership of the company, LBSC pays no
dividends, and LBSC holders will not earn any direct interest. The token is an integral part of
LBSC’s economy, and its value will reflect the degree of penetration and activity of the
platform. The more LBSC will be used within the LABELS ecosystem – and thus driving
customer adoption – the grater the demand for LBSC will be. As LBSC’s
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DISCLAIMER

GENERAL INFORMATION
This white paper describes the initial sale in which the LABELS TOKEN (LBSC) is
sold. LBSC is a crypto-system that is designed to be used for all services provided
by the LABELS PLATFORM as explained in this white paper. LBSC it will be
converted in Crypto Currency to pay or use for any other services provided by other
business entities.
LBSC token is not intended to constitute a security in any jurisdiction. This white
paper is not a solicitation for investment and does not pertain in any way to an
offering of securities in any jurisdiction.
Please note that the purchases of LBSC Token and LBSC COIN are final and nonrefundable.
Individuals, businesses, and other organizations should carefully weigh the risks,
costs and benefits of acquiring LBSC Token and LBSC COIN.
LIMITATION OF THE PURCHASERS
You are not eligible to and shall not purchase LBSC through its token sale if you
are a citizen or resident (tax or otherwise) of any country or state where the
purchase of LBSC or similar Crypto Token may be prohibited, or the token sale is
deemed to be not compliant with the applicable laws and regulations. In particular,
if you are a resident of People’s Republic of China, you cannot purchase LBSC
through the token sale.
Purchases of LBSC should be undertaken only by individuals, entities, or
companies that have significant experience with, and understanding of, the usage
and intricacies of Crypto Tokens and blockchain based software systems.
Purchasers should have functional understanding of storage and transmission
mechanisms associated with other Crypto Tokens. Any entities of LABELSCOIN
and officers and employees thereof will not be responsible in any way for loss of
any Crypto Token, LBSC or fiat currency resulting from actions taken by, or
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omissions of the purchasers. If you do not have the required experience or
expertise, then you should not purchase LBSC or participate in the sale of LBSC.
You should carefully consider the risks, costs, and any other demerits of acquiring
LBSC, and, if necessary, obtain your own independent advice in this regard. If you
are not in the position to accept nor to understand the risks associated with the
token sale of LBSC (including the risks related to the development of LABELS
PLATFORM) or any other risks as indicated in this whitepaper, you should not
acquire LBSC, until such that you have received the necessary independent
advice.
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RISKS
The purchase of LBSC carries with it significant risk. Prior to purchasing LBSC, the
purchased should carefully consider the risks listed below and, to the extent
necessary, consult a lawyer, accountant, and/or tax professional prior to
determining whether to purchase LBSC.
1.
LBSC will be stored in a wallet, which can only be accessed with a password
selected by the purchased. If a purchaser of LBSC does not maintain an accurate
record of their password, this may lead to the loss of LBSC. If your password
protection is weak and it is cracked of learned by somebody else, this may also
lead to the loss of LBSC. As a result, purchasers must safely store their password
in one or more backup locations that are well separated from the primary location.
2.
The purchaser recognizes that some of the services under the LABELS
PLATFORM is currently under development and may undergo significant changes
before release. The purchaser acknowledges that any of its expectations regarding
the form and functionality of the LABELS PLATFORM may not be met for any
number of reasons.
3.
The purchaser understands that while LABELSCOIN will make best efforts
to release the LABELS PLATFORM on time, it is possible that the official release
may be delayed.
4.
As with other Crypto and Tokens, the value of LBSC may fluctuate
significantly and become reduced in value for any number of reasons, including but
not limited to, supply and demand, overall Crypto and Tokens’ market conditions,
political or geographical reasons, changes of regulations in any jurisdictions, and
technical reasons.
5.
LBSC Token will be issued on the Ethereum blockchain. As such, any
malfunction or unexpected functioning or the Ethereum protocol may impact the
purchaser’s ability to transfer or securely hold LBSC token. Such impact could
adversely affect the value of LBSC Token.
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DISCLAIMER
To the maximum extent permitted by the applicable laws, regulations and rules,
LBSC, any entities of LABELSCOIN and officers and employees thereof shall not
be liable for any indirect, special, incidental, consequential or other losses of any
kind, in tort, contract or otherwise (including but not limited to loss of revenue,
income or profits, and loss of use or data), arising out of or in connection with any
acceptance of or reliance on this whitepaper or any part thereof by you.
Any entities of LABELSCOIN and officers and employees thereof shall not be liable
for your loss of LBSC after it is transferred to you by any reason including but not
limited to your failure to maintain or backup an accurate record of your password
or password cracking by somebody due to your poor maintenance of your
password.
LABELSCOIN will do its best to launch its operations and developed LABELS
PLATFORM. Any person undertaking to acquire LBSC acknowledges and
understands however that LABELSCOIN does not provide with any warranty as to
the release of the LABELS PLATFORM. They acknowledge and understand
therefore that LABELSCOIN (incl. Its bodies and employees) assumes no liability
or responsibility for any loss or damage that would result from or relate to the
incapacity to use the LBSC Token and Coin.

